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as the film is in tamil, the cast and crew members of the film decided to learn the language
themselves, while some were given the brief to learn english! in order to ensure that the film was
accepted by the audience and review press, they had to be in the maximum position. hence, the
cameraman, who was instrumental to the quality of the film, was hired by the makers. [7] the
main reason for taking the lead role, written especially for surya, was to make him comfortable
with his language. [8] some songs were shot with their real life lovers and other stars and involved
them to learn the language! this also gave them an edge in the press! [9] suryas. sriya's character
is a rich man who goes to many places to get a high class mall shooting done, which occurs in new
york. [10] this song took the lead role in the film and is one of the popular songs from sillunu oru
kaadhal ( ). the song, 'new york' is a fun number and the director did a lot of good work in keeping
the upbeat numbers alive all through the film. visu doesn't lend his character to the part of an
extremely blase character and does a great job. jyothika is a delight and surya is just perfect as a
romantic hero, with just the right amount of charm and vulnerability. the debutant director's ability
to get the details right make the film such a joyous experience. the arrangements in the
background with the cinematic and lyrical music just makes the film feel complete. aishwarya rai
has proved to be an excellent actress and the role suits her very well. she is not only elegant but
also has the knack to bring out the best in herself. the songs, while not ground-breaking, are very
popular. the story has many good moments but everything else is so under the surface that the
film does not have any depth. it feels like a totally different movie if you understand it in hindi
rather than tamil. if you don't understand, however, it's like just watching a popular romantic
comedy.
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imagine if you will, a good old romantic - j. d. chakravarthy of seethakka sindbadu and gamanam
fame. this year, he takes a crack at the hero's role for sillunu oru kaadhal - surya. the two have
done well together in new york nagaram (2004) and the subsequent, better, munbe vaa (2004)

and this is the first time they team up. most of the songs would be well known ones. surya's voice
is good, and jyothika's, despite expectations, is not bad. the plot of the movie is interesting as it
takes on a patriotic theme. the execution is a bit stilted, and there are many scenes where the
editor has refused to please the director. this turns out to be a blessing in disguise for a movie

which doesn't have the right kind of direction. for those who have listened to one of these songs
before, there are a few interesting set of tunes to listen to. there is a trend in tamil movies with a

couple of songs at the beginning that end up becoming a hit. new york nagaram is a great
example. this one hits the spot, and so too, kadhal kanne isai - the lead song of the movie. surya's

songs in this movie are actually quite good. the movie is a musical with songs and the music is
pretty good. some of the songs are not as good as others, but none of them are very bad. a

soundtrack of the movie is released in december, 2005. the movie itself released on 8 october,
2006 and despite being released months after the release of the movie, there have been no major
leaks of the movie on the internet, which is a big plus. while some of the songs fail to impress due

to lack of the required lyric and content, like the songs by yuvan shankar raja, they all come
across well. the beginning, which has some terrific religious song, is tampered with, but the rest of
the song stays intact. in fact, it is the songs by ar rahman that are spectacular in this movie. and
this is where the song fails. they are not as good as the ones he has made for srinath. one song
becomes quite epic, while the others are more of a monotonous song delivery. this is where the

movie fails. 5ec8ef588b
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